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Abstract: This review presents the current initiatives and potential for development in the field of animal health surveillance (AHSyS), 5 years on from its advent to the front of the veterinary public health scene. A systematic review approach was used to document the ongoing AHSyS initiatives (active systems and those in pilot phase) and recent methodological developments. Clinical data from practitioners and laboratory data remain the main data sources for AHSyS. However, although not currently integrated into prospectively running initiatives, production data, mortality data, abattoir data, and new media sources (such as Internet searches) have been the objective of an increasing number of publications seeking to develop and validate new AHSyS indicators. Some limitations inherent to AHSyS such as reporting sustainability and the lack of classification standards continue to hinder the development of automated syndromic analysis and interpretation. In an era of ubiquitous electronic collection of animal health data, surveillance experts are increasingly interested in running multivariate systems (which concurrently monitor several data streams) as they are inferentially more accurate than univariate systems. Thus, Bayesian methodologies, which are much more apt to discover the interplay among multiple syndromic data sources, are foreseen to play a big part in the future of AHSyS. It has become clear that early detection of outbreaks may not be the principal expected benefit of AHSyS. As more systems will enter an active prospective phase, following the intensive development stage of the last 5 years, the study envisions AHSyS, in particular for livestock, to significantly contribute to future international-, national-, and local-level animal health intelligence, going beyond the detection and monitoring of disease events by contributing solid situation awareness of animal welfare and health at various stages along the food-producing chain, and an understanding of the risk management involving actors in this value chain.
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Introduction

In 2011, Dórea et al1 provided the first comprehensive review of animal health syndromic surveillance (AHSyS) initiatives, concluding that the field was incipient but fast growing. There followed a move toward inventorying the different ongoing research projects and setting up some best-practice guidelines for prospective implementation. The European Triple-S project subsequently produced an inventory of current and planned European AHSyS systems from 12 countries;2 and the first European guidelines on syndromic surveillance (SyS) in human and animal health.3 Finally, in 2015, Vial and Berezowski4 proposed a practical approach to AHSyS system development based on population health surveillance theory.
The Triple-S project also recently proposed a revised definition of SyS as “the real-time (or near real-time) collection, analysis, interpretation, and dissemination of health-related data to enable the early identification of the impact (or absence of impact) of potential human or veterinary public-health threats which require effective public health action.” This definition highlights the focus on the methodology and purpose of SyS, as opposed to the previous focus on the type of data used from previous terminologies.

In this systematic review, the definition proposed by the Triple-S project was adopted, and the initiatives and methodologies making use of animal health data for SyS in their different stages of development were documented. By reviewing the methods used in these initiatives, this study aimed to present the current state of the art in the AHSyS field, as well as highlight the challenges yet to be overcome and the future directions envisioned.

**Search methods and results**
Keyword searches were constructed to look for papers that contained (in the title, keywords, or abstract), any of the following expressions: “syndromic surveillance” OR “early warning” OR “outbreak detection” OR “aberration detection” OR “anomaly detection” OR “early detection” OR “cluster detection.” The searches were placed in PubMed and Scopus on February 19, and manual search was performed in the Proceedings of the Annual Meetings of the Society for Veterinary Epidemiology and Preventive Medicine (2011–2015), the International Conferences on Animal Health Surveillance (2011 and 2014), the International Symposia on Veterinary Epidemiology and Economics (2012 and 2015), and the Annual Meetings of the International Society for Disease Surveillance (ISDS 2011–2015). Figure 1 illustrates the reviewing process.

**Overview of AHSyS initiatives and methodological developments**
Table 1 presents a summary of published ongoing AHSyS initiatives, and Table 2 presents the peer-reviewed publications investigating the potential of different data sources or of statistical methods for outbreak detection for future implementation in AHSyS. This review presents and discusses the 87 publications: 13 conference abstracts, 10 ICAHS proceeding papers, and 64 peer-reviewed articles

---

**Figure 1** Illustration of the reviewing process for this systematic review

**Notes:** Abstracts taken from conference proceedings which referred to works later published as full peer-reviewed articles were excluded. Full texts were split between authors.

**Abbreviation:** ICAHS, International Conferences on Animal Health Surveillance.
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Table 1 Published ongoing AHSyS initiatives (active or pilot study)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syndromic data source</th>
<th>AHSyS described in</th>
<th>Population under surveillance</th>
<th>Syndromic indicator</th>
<th>Development stage**</th>
<th>Statistical methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clinical data (primary data)</td>
<td>30*</td>
<td>Companion animals, Australia</td>
<td>Cases of specific diseases reported by practitioners</td>
<td>Active system</td>
<td>Not described</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Multiple species, Belgium</td>
<td>Atypical clinical signs reported by practitioners</td>
<td>Active system</td>
<td>Hierarchical ascendant classification (with spatial and temporal elements)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Equine, Switzerland</td>
<td>Syndromic cases reported by practitioners</td>
<td>Pilot phase (already running prospectively)</td>
<td>Descriptive summaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24*</td>
<td>Livestock, USA</td>
<td>Syndromic cases reported by practitioners</td>
<td>Pilot phase (already running prospectively)</td>
<td>Control charts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25*</td>
<td>Equine, USA</td>
<td>Syndromic cases reported by practitioners</td>
<td>Pilot phase (already running prospectively)</td>
<td>Not described</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29*</td>
<td>Livestock, Kenya</td>
<td>Syndromic cases reported by practitioners</td>
<td>Pilot phase</td>
<td>Descriptive summaries; later Bayesian belief networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27*</td>
<td>Cattle, province of Alberta, Canada</td>
<td>Primary reports of all farm visits (disease and nondisease related)</td>
<td>Active system</td>
<td>Not described</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Swine, province of Ontario, Canada</td>
<td>Clinical and laboratory cases for 3 syndromes (reproductive, respiratory, and digestive)</td>
<td>Active system</td>
<td>Regression models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23*</td>
<td>Swine, Vietnam</td>
<td>Weekly number of farms with sick animals</td>
<td>Pilot phase</td>
<td>Not described</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical data (secondary data)</td>
<td>42*</td>
<td>Companion animals, United Kingdom</td>
<td>Laboratory and clinical data grouped into syndromes</td>
<td>Active system</td>
<td>Not described</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory data</td>
<td>48,50,51,56</td>
<td>Cattle, province of Ontario, Canada</td>
<td>Daily and weekly syndromic cases</td>
<td>Active system</td>
<td>Regression models, control charts, Holt-Winters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>47,49</td>
<td>Multiple species, Sweden</td>
<td>Daily and weekly syndromic cases</td>
<td>Active system</td>
<td>Regression models, control charts, Holt-Winters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>53</td>
<td>Multiple species, United Kingdom</td>
<td>Quarterly submissions of Diagnostic-not-reached (DNR)</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Regression models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Multiple species, France</td>
<td>Weekly isolated and serotyped Salmonella</td>
<td>Pilot phase (already running prospectively)</td>
<td>Various algorithms from the surveillance package in R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media sources</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>Multiple species, Australia</td>
<td>Search terms generated by system’s user</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Combination of automated analysis and human judgment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple data sources</td>
<td>112*</td>
<td>Cattle, the Netherlands</td>
<td>Weekly multiple indicators from 12 data sources</td>
<td>Pilot work, simulating a prospective analysis</td>
<td>Different models for different data sources</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *Abstract. #ICAHS proceedings paper (3 pages, subjected to peer approval but not review). **Systems reported to be fully implemented and operational, that is, with continuous retrieval and analysis of data prospectively, were labeled as “active systems.” Those in which data were analyzed retrospectively, and prospective data retrieval and analysis is still being tested, were labeled as in “pilot phase.”

Abbreviations: AHSyS, animal health syndromic surveillance; ICAHS, International Conferences on Animal Health Surveillance.

initiatives first grouped by data types: production data, clinical data, laboratory data, mortality data, abattoir data, and media sources. Then, the statistical methods and issues related to validation, evaluation, and follow-up of alarms were reviewed.

Syndromic data sources

Gates et al.5 provided an extensive review of the characteristics of data sources and the drivers for their selection in biosurveillance. This study discusses the specific AHSyS methodological issues associated with each data source.

Production data

With the use of electronic records reaching farms, data generated on-farm, and recorded individually for each animal regarding different aspects of productivity and well-being (hereby generalized as “production data”), have emerged as the most widely evaluated data source for AHSyS.6-15 These data offer high population coverage and the shortest time lag between a health event and its potential detection. Since such records are generated continuously, and not triggered by specific health events (e.g., unlike laboratory test requests),
### Table 2 Peer-reviewed publications investigating the potential of different data sources or of statistical methods for outbreak detection for use in AHSyS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syndromic data source</th>
<th>AHSyS described in</th>
<th>Population under surveillance</th>
<th>Syndromic indicator</th>
<th>Focus of publication</th>
<th>Statistical methods for outbreak detection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Production data (milk)</td>
<td>6,7</td>
<td>Cattle, France</td>
<td>Weekly difference between observed and expected milk production</td>
<td>Development and validation of AHSyS indicator</td>
<td>Regression models, space-time scan statistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Cattle, the Netherlands</td>
<td>Difference between observed and expected milk production</td>
<td>Comparison of aberration detection algorithms</td>
<td>Regression models, Bayesian disease mapping, prospective space-time cluster analysis, and control charts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production data (reproduction)</td>
<td>9–12</td>
<td>Cattle, France</td>
<td>Weekly incidence rate for 5 reproduction indicators</td>
<td>Development and validation of AHSyS indicator</td>
<td>Regression models and control charts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Cattle, France</td>
<td>Weekly incidence rate of mid-term abortion</td>
<td>Development and validation of AHSyS indicator</td>
<td>Regression models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Cattle, France</td>
<td>Weekly difference between observed and expected rate of calvings</td>
<td>Development and validation of AHSyS indicator</td>
<td>Space-time scan statistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production data (milk and reproduction)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Cattle, the Netherlands and Belgium</td>
<td>Indicators defined</td>
<td>Validation of AHSyS indicator</td>
<td>Regression models and space-time scan statistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical data (primary data)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Livestock, province of Ontario, Canada</td>
<td>Primary report of farm visits related to health issues</td>
<td>Data collection and engagement</td>
<td>Not described</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26*</td>
<td>Extensive livestock, Australia</td>
<td>Monthly (primary) report of on farm events</td>
<td>Data collection and engagement</td>
<td>Not described</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Cattle, buffalo, and poultry, Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Weekly number of clinical syndromes reported by practitioners</td>
<td>Methodological development</td>
<td>Hidden Markov model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>103</td>
<td>Horses, France</td>
<td>Number of nervous and respiratory syndrome cases reported in horses</td>
<td>Methodological development</td>
<td>Value of evidence Bayesian framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>105</td>
<td>Horses, France</td>
<td>Number of nervous syndrome cases reported in horses, wild bird, and horse mortalities</td>
<td>Methodological development</td>
<td>Bayesian framework developed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical data (secondary data)</td>
<td>39,40</td>
<td>Companion animals, province of Alberta, Canada</td>
<td>Daily number of clinical cases, grouped into syndromes</td>
<td>Validation of AHSyS indicator</td>
<td>Regression models, space-time scan statistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>41</td>
<td>Cattle, swine, Switzerland</td>
<td>Necropsy data grouped into syndromes</td>
<td>Development of AHSyS indicator</td>
<td>Not described</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Wildlife, France</td>
<td>Necropsy data grouped into syndromes</td>
<td>Development of AHSyS indicator</td>
<td>Not described</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory data</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>All species, United Kingdom</td>
<td>Quarterly number of submissions of Diagnostic-not-reached (DNR)</td>
<td>Comparison of aberration detection algorithms</td>
<td>Scan statistics (space-time, Poisson, Bernoulli)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>54,55</td>
<td>Swine, province of Ontario, Canada</td>
<td>Weekly proportion of PRRSV test with negative results</td>
<td>Development and validation of AHSyS indicator</td>
<td>Regression models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortality data</td>
<td>66–68</td>
<td>Cattle, France</td>
<td>Weekly mortality incidence rate (national cattle registry and rendering data)</td>
<td>Validation of AHSyS indicator</td>
<td>Regression models and space-time scan statistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>69*</td>
<td>Cattle, France</td>
<td>Weekly standardized mortality rate</td>
<td>Validation of AHSyS indicator</td>
<td>Regression models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>62*</td>
<td>Cattle, France</td>
<td>Weekly mortality cases</td>
<td>Comparison of aberration detection algorithms</td>
<td>Regression models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60,61</td>
<td>Cattle, Spain (Catalonia)</td>
<td>Weekly mortality cases (rendering data)</td>
<td>Validation of AHSyS indicator</td>
<td>Regression models (hierarchical)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Cattle, Spain</td>
<td>Weekly mortality cases</td>
<td>Validation of AHSyS indicator</td>
<td>Regression models</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
the main methodological challenge becomes the definition of the events to monitor.

Madouasse et al evaluated the performance of a continuous indicator, the weekly difference between observed and expected milk production, initially using simulated outbreaks and later real outbreak data from the 2007 France epidemic of bluetongue virus (BTV). Syndromic indicators were derived from reproductive data by Marceau et al. Three week return-to-service, delayed return-to-service, very late return-to-service, premature calving, and short gestation (we refer to Marceau et al for definitions). All indicators, but the three weeks return to service, were associated with temporal clusters (statistically significant increase in the number of events, compared to the modeled expectation) during the BTV spread in France in 2007, with the short gestation indicator showing the highest number of alarms. A similar approach was used by Bronner et al to validate the indicator mid-term abortion incidence rate (refer Bronner et al for definition). After concluding that there is underreporting of abortions, Bronner et al proposed monitoring the number of calvings in beef cattle, under the assumption that an increase in abortions would result in a decrease in the expected number of calvings.

Unlike AHSyS, precision livestock farming tools may not necessarily focus on the early detection of health events and may instead be applied to the monitoring of animal welfare or farm processes (e.g., feeding). However, many studies have sought to extract health-related information from a wide range of data and are worth highlighting. For example, the flock movement patterns of live chickens may allow detection of Campylobacter-positive flocks earlier than conventional on-farm microbiological methods. Biosensors and accelerometers embedded in pigs’ ear tag can detect African swine fever infection onset as an increase in body temperature and decrease in movement before the observation of clinical signs and the positive qualitative polymerase chain reaction detection of the virus. While on dairy farms, the detection of shifts in milk yield recorded by milking robots may be indicative of clinical mastitis.

**Clinical data**

Primary generation of data (i.e., direct reporting of specific health events) was the most common mode of operation of clinical-based AHSyS systems (9 from the 10 implemented systems listed in Table 1). Sustainability remains a common struggle reported by AHSyS systems relying on generating primary data, with different forms of incentives for participation being proposed, from direct reimbursements per report submitted, to credit in diagnostic laboratories. The development of AHSyS during the golden age of mobile electronic devices saw the creation of reporting systems based on mobile applications, both in developed and developing countries. Electronic systems based on mobile applications can potentially offer a platform to integrate AHSyS reporting.
to the clinicians’ routine activities, providing software that can for instance facilitate their management of clients and billing,28 or even help them to decide on a diagnosis based on the clinical signs observed and disease prevalence in the area.29 Struchen et al29 provided a thorough investigation of the reasons for low participation in such systems, reporting problems such as the need to address user-friendliness and security during data collection and transfer, resistance from the animal owners, and the lack of understanding by veterinarians of the system’s importance or utility.

Systems based on the primary notification of events are similar to traditional event-based surveillance44,35 and seem to suffer from similar problems. Bronner et al16,36–38 provided an extensive discussion and evaluation of engagement issues associated with the clinical brucellosis surveillance system in France, based on the notification of abortions. Her series of papers did not intend to classify this event-based notification system as a type of SyS. However, her works fell into the keyword search of the present study, and were considered relevant for understanding the potential and shortcomings of systems for continuous, prospective surveillance, which are based on passive notification of cases.

AHSyS primarily emerged as a way to extract information from already existing data, which does not rely on an initiative to report.39,41 Such secondary generation of clinical data was most often encountered in small animal practices.39,40,42 In human medicine, text mining – the analysis of data contained in natural language text – is applied to clinical records in many public health surveillance systems.44 Such data are often unstructured and necessitate the development of text mining methods ranging from hand-written rule-based systems to fully automated methods using machine learning. The text mining of veterinary reports faces additional challenges such as the multiple species observed43 and a less controlled vocabulary.45 Many of the literature sources present only pilot trials of a system: for example, the text mining of medical records in 12 Canadian practices to identify clusters of enteric trials of a system: for example, the text mining of medical such as the multiple species observed43 and a less controlled text mining methods ranging from hand-written rule-based systems to fully automated methods using machine learning. The text mining of veterinary reports faces additional challenges such as the multiple species observed43 and a less controlled vocabulary.45 Many of the literature sources present only pilot trials of a system: for example, the text mining of medical records in 12 Canadian practices to identify clusters of enteric

Laboratory data

Laboratory data have inherently poorer population coverage and timeliness than clinical data, but their long history of availability in an electronic and structured format that facilitates syndromic classification and their centralized nature make them a natural AHSyS data source.46–57 Dórea et al56 demonstrated how automated classification of laboratory records into syndromes can be performed using tokenization (identification of keywords) of the information from the laboratory test requests and materials submitted. Other systems took a different approach to event identification. Rather than monitoring the number of test requests, they were based on the assumption that the introduction of novel diseases will result in an increase in the number of samples that are not positive for the test requested by the veterinarian54,55 or that do not reach a diagnosis for any disease after reasonable testing.53,57 O’Sullivan et al54,55 demonstrated a positive association between the volume of submissions of porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome virus tests and the occurrence of a porcine circovirus-associated disease (PCVAD) outbreak,4 as well as an increase in the proportion of negative tests,55 confirming that such data sources can also contribute to the knowledge of new and existing disease patterns in the population.

This review highlights two papers that were not considered to represent AHSyS initiatives, but which presented important assessments of the coverage and representativeness of a laboratory-based surveillance system58 and the behavior that leads to sample submission.59

Mortality data

Mortality data recorded in national cattle registries or by rendering plants have been tackled by many initiatives.60–70 Their potential for early detection of health hazards, however, remains unclear, as these data lack timeliness and specificity. Despite the unproven value of mortality data for early detection, the availability of large-scale data sets on cattle mortality in the European Union (since Regulation EC No. 1760/2000 made the computerized identification and registration of bovines mandatory), seems to have created the opportunity for extensive methodological research. No references were found using mortality in species other than cattle, but important methodological innovations were put forward by authors using mortality data, such as the use of rates (rather than counts),68 a unique application of scan statistic,68 and the use of hierarchical time series.60

Abattoir data

The overall rate of whole carcass condemnation can be monitored as the main syndromic event of interest.71–74 In other studies, the recorded reasons for partial carcass condemnations (PCCs) were used to define syndromes. Alton et al75–77 monitored specific PCC reasons, selecting two of
the most frequently reported. Weber et al., Thomas-Bachili et al., and Amezcua et al. evaluated the effect of specific known outbreaks in the study population on the rate of PCC and selected reasons for condemnation that could be related to the disease of interest. Vial and Martin evaluated multiple declared reasons for condemnation and concluded that lack of standardization can hinder the definition of syndromes. Rather than establishing syndromes a priori, Dupuy et al. proposed the use of multiple factor analysis in combination with clustering methods using both health-related data and demographic data, in order to create a typology of condemnations. The method allowed handling of the complex data structure and can have the advantage of uncovering hidden patterns in the studied population.

Abattoir data are by nature distributed. Events are recorded in many different slaughterhouses, usually providing good coverage of the territory of interest, but presenting unique challenges such as the lack of standardization, and a loss in timeliness to transfer and gather all relevant data. Alton et al. proposed a sentinel system, reducing the number of slaughterhouses that would be monitored and allowing efforts to be made to optimize data recording and transfer. A selection of abattoirs open all weeks of the year was shown to capture the overall seasonal and temporal trends of the full data set. Approaches need to be investigated individually in each country, as the patterns of animal movement for slaughter seem to vary considerably.

Media sources
The use of unstructured textual data, such as media sources, has become more popular in AHSyS. A review of media sources used in AHSyS and of web-based surveillance systems for human, animal, and plant diseases can be found in Walker and Madoff and Li, respectively. Some web-based surveillance systems such as ProMED-mail have been active for >20 years. They enable the rapid identification and dissemination of human or animal disease outbreak information. Global animal-specific web-based systems, such as FAO EMPRES-i or IBIS, have been established only more recently. The latter does not solely rely on Internet crawl data to populate its outbreaks map but combines it with more formal data sources such as field mission reports. Many other systems are in early stages of development. Arvsveska et al. combined expert knowledge and automatic term extraction from unstructured Google and PubMed results to refine the wording of Internet search queries for the acquisition of disease outbreak news for African swine fever. The authors argue that search-term surveillance may represent a relatively inexpensive way to complement more traditional surveillance systems. An approach solely relying on search terms would be one step ahead, in terms of system automation, from systems that rely on experts reading and tagging potentially relevant publications. The latter approach retains human judgment as an integral part of the data analysis process to provide nuanced interpretation of the information collected by search engines on outbreaks in aquatic animals.

Outbreak detection by statistical methodologies
The statistical monitoring of syndromic data follows a well-defined set of steps: 1) retrospective evaluation of the data to identify any temporal/spatial patterns and/or external covariates that need to be accounted for; 2) model/remove these explainable patterns from the data (preprocessing); 3) monitor preprocessed data prospectively in order to detect unexpected clusters of events (possible outbreak signals) in time or space-time.

Step 1 requires data to be free from outbreak signals. It is generally impossible to determine with certainty that historical data are completely free of outbreak signals or determine their exact magnitude to retrospectively correct the data. Creating an outbreak-free baseline from historical data has therefore relied on acquiring data for years without any known major outbreak and applying statistical methods to remove or reduce the effect of outliers, under the assumption that after removing these extreme observations and any excessive noise, the historical data can be used as a true representation of the expected behavior of the time-series in the absence of outbreaks. The publications reviewed used one of the two common methods: 1) fitting models to the entire period of data available, and substituting values above a certain confidence interval (generally 95%) by the cutoff value of that interval; or 2) weighting observations by the inverse of their residuals, effectively reducing the contribution to the model of observations which largely deviate from the expected values as proposed by Farrington et al.

The choice of regression models (step 2) to deal with temporal covariates effects (e.g., seasons and day-of-week) depends on the type of data (e.g., Poisson or negative binomial models for count data versus linear regression models for continuous data). The specific analysis of each data stream is needed to identify further model specifications. Vial et al. for instance reported the need to use zero-inflated models to deal with over-dispersion. Other authors also using abattoir data reported the need to use hierarchical models in order to account for clustering of animals into specific abattoirs. Nontemporal covariates such as the structure of the animal...
population and impacting economic factors also need to be carefully evaluated. O’Sullivan et al.\(^{64}\) reported the influence of price of animals and feed on the rate of submission of laboratory tests. Authors using cattle mortality data\(^{60,63,64,69}\) highlighted differences in the data streams between production sectors and age categories. It is recommended that readers review the specific references listed in Tables 1 and 2 while developing SyS from similar data sources.

The temporal monitoring of event counts, step 3, based on the assumption of a stable denominator, has been the norm in AHSyS. However, the assumption of a stable denominator does not hold for abattoir data, as the total number of animals slaughtered is highly variable and subjected to many external factors (e.g., commodity sales price) not related to diseases. The need to monitor abattoir condemnation data as proportions has thus always been clear. Perrin et al.\(^{66,67}\) introduced an approach for mortality based on the use of movement data to calculate the population at risk and monitor mortality as a rate rather than counts. Negative laboratory results can also be monitored as proportions,\(^{53–55,57}\) while rates were used by Marceau et al.\(^{10,94}\) and Bronner et al.\(^{14}\) for their reproduction indicators.

Outbreak signal detection, when purely temporal, was in general based on the confidence intervals of the regression models constructed during the retrospective steps or subjecting model residuals to monitoring using control charts. The issues driving algorithm selection, discussed earlier, are the most important to consider. The actual implementation of the algorithms will not be reviewed here, as readers can refer directly to the publications listed in Tables 1 and 2. Two main ready-to-use tools are highlighted for the implementation of strictly temporal analysis, and those resources also provide further reference material and tutorials. Both are available as free packages in the R statistical programming language:\(^{95}\) the vetsyn package\(^{96}\) and the surveillance package.\(^{97}\) The novelty of the former lies in that it offers a framework for data management, analysis, visualization, and alarm generation under one umbrella, thereby streamlining the steps necessary to go from data to alarms.

Spatial monitoring has been almost exclusively applied using scan statistics from the free software Satscan.\(^{98}\) Readers are again referred to Tables 1 and 2, where all references using scan statistics are identified.

Even when spatial monitoring is not explicitly applied, the spatial component needs to be considered. Monitoring of multiple, parallel time-series was a common approach used to deal with the availability of data over large spatial scales, with counts being grouped for specific regions. This may not be ideal as the administrative borders may have little relevance to the way disease and risks are distributed, and because the number of time-series may become exceedingly large. Alba et al.\(^{68}\) addressed this problem using hierarchical time series statistics, which account for the hierarchical spatial structure while grouping observations into different geographical scales. A unique combination of temporal and spatial monitoring was proposed by Perrin et al.\(^{68}\) The authors divided the French mainland into 1125 regular hexagons of 25 km diameters. Mortality was monitored individually in each hexagon, and every week the number of hexagons presenting excessive mortality was compared to the expectation of a Poisson regression model calibrated with historical data. They then applied spatial scan statistics to detect any clusters of hexagons with high mortality.

**Validation and evaluation**

Although the choice of modeling method depends mainly on the type of data being used, the choice of algorithms for outbreak signal detection depends mostly on the type of outbreak signal expected/targeted. Data from the BTV outbreaks in Europe were used to evaluate syndromic analysis of production indicators\(^7\) and reproduction indicators.\(^{10,13,14,35,94,99}\) All studies concluded that syndromic analysis of the data at the time of outbreak emergence would not have resulted in more timely detection of the outbreak than in the current system. The studies did however confirm the correlation between the outbreak occurrence and observed changes in the syndromic indicator, validating the occurrence of an outbreak signal.

Real outbreak data were also used to validate laboratory\(^{54,55}\) and slaughter data\(^{7,100,101}\) based on the outbreak of PCVADs in Canada, to demonstrate the association between condemnation rates and local occurrence of erysipelas and tuberculosis in swine in the USA,\(^{78,79}\) and to validate an indicator based on total mortality against a heat wave occurrence in France.\(^{69}\)

Data on real outbreaks can give important insights into the characteristics of the outbreak signal that can be expected in different syndromic indicators and remain the ideal way to validate an indicator. The choice of adequate outbreak signal detection algorithms to monitor such a syndromic indicator, and their parameterization, may however require a systematic evaluation based on target performance parameters, such as sensitivity and specificity, for which one outbreak represents simply one observation. Authors have used simulations to provide a significant amount of data for algorithm selection in two main ways: simulating disease occurrence, in order to evaluate the type and magnitude of outbreak signals that would be generated;\(^{6,62,68}\) or simulating many different shapes, magnitudes, and durations of outbreak signals in...
order to maximize system performance against a broad range of possible scenarios. No outbreak signal detection algorithm has shown superior in all scenarios, and these evaluations have generally recommended the application of multiple algorithms in parallel. Dórea et al. proposed a scoring system to combine multiple detection algorithms, each parameterized for multiple detection thresholds.

Follow-up of alarms and other system outputs
Some much-needed attention has been paid to the reporting of algorithm output from AHSys. In their vetsyn R package, Dórea et al. offer a function to produce customizable summary table and time-series plot for each syndrome. Moreover, another function can be used to automatically send an email to a specified user when an alarm was generated at the last time point. Muellner et al. also explored freely available data visualization tools (Google Maps and Charts) to develop a web application for reporting the activities of AHSys in Switzerland. Both the authors emphasize the need for tools that are general enough to allow entry-level usage and to meet the needs of a large number of users, while being flexible enough to allow more experienced users the ability to tailor their use of the tools to cater for more complex surveillance scenarios. The latter is becoming more and more relevant with the advent of new syndromic data types on the AHSys scene.

An increase in the number of studies adopting the Bayesian framework to combine prior beliefs about the probability of an outbreak with the evidence for an ongoing outbreak based on observed syndromic counts has been observed. A new concept, the value of evidence for SyS (introduced by Anderson et al.), specifies, in the form of a likelihood ratio, how strong the evidence for/against an ongoing outbreak hypothesis is. The value of evidence is calculated based on the predicted distributions of reported cases under the null (no ongoing outbreak) and under the alternative hypothesis. The interest in Bayesian-based SyS methods that produce quantitative outputs (as opposed to the binary output “outbreak/no outbreak” of traditional frequentist methods), which are more easily interpretable by decision makers constitute an interesting development of the field. Anderson et al. also argue that the adoption of a Bayesian approach to solving outbreak detection problems offers seamless integration of data from SyS with other sources of information. The latter may be output from predictive modeling, disease introduction risk assessments, or expected utility of action. This integration was illustrated by Fischer et al. in which predicted probabilities of release and spread were combined with syndromic data in a Bayesian framework, to produce a joint risk score for the early detection of vector-borne diseases.

In another study, Faverjon et al. combined information on disease seasonality with evidence from reported cases of nervous syndrome in horses, and wild bird mortality to improve the detection of West Nile Virus incursions. Robertson et al. also noted the potential utility of (Bayesian) hidden Markov models as surveillance tools for novel populations for which little historical baselines are available.

Conclusion and future directions
The AHSys field has come a long way since 2011, but some limitations already identified in the first review of the discipline by Dórea et al. still hinder the development of automated syndromic analysis and interpretation. The lack of syndromic classification standards renders the outputs from systems using different sources of animal health data not comparable and not integrable. Solving this problem is not trivial given the wide range of the specificity of the syndromic data commonly used (e.g., from low-specificity milk production indicators to higher-specificity laboratory test requests) and given the different data vocabularies used between data recording institutions (even within one country). More national veterinary services are building new IT systems to access animal health data more easily and relate data from various databases to each other (e.g., the Danish Veterinary and Food Administrations’ veterinary data warehouse). In this context, the creation of translation tools to classify animal health data would be a fundamental step toward generating outputs that can be compared and shared while protecting data privacy. Dórea et al. propose the use of AHSys ontology to formalize the expert knowledge used in syndromic classification, by storing concepts and relationships as machine-interpretable definitions. The system they are currently developing will facilitate the development of smart systems for data use which do not rely on standard coding practices at source.

In an era of ubiquitous electronic collection of animal health data, surveillance experts are interested in developing and running multivariate surveillance systems (which concurrently monitor several data streams) as they have a greater probability of detecting disease events than univariate systems. This is because no single data source captures data from all the individuals involved in the outbreak. Since there is often different information contained in observations from different data sources, AHSys systems should be multivariate by nature, that is, simultaneously evaluating various combinations of multiple data sets. Few publications in this review attempted to combine data from several sources, demonstrating the need for further methodological development. Some documented attempts to develop multivariate
systems were based on the parallel implementation of multiple univariate aberration detection methods.\textsuperscript{112} Univariate aberration detection algorithms have the advantage of ease of application and interpretation: they employ hypothesis testing to provide systematic alert protocols. However, univariate methods are less sensitive to changes in disease incidence and suffer from a higher rate of false alerts, causing users to ignore alerts. Bayesian methodologies, such as the ones developed by various researchers,\textsuperscript{12,33,103,104} are much more apt to discover the interplay among multiple syndromic data sources. They seem to become increasingly more common in online monitoring systems and are expected to play a big part in the future of AHSyS in which ever more integrative information systems are put in place for disease surveillance across domains (One Health).\textsuperscript{113}

Finally, the AHSyS publications from the last 5 years have highlighted that early detection may not be the principal expected benefit of AHSyS. As discussed by Veldhuis et al,\textsuperscript{99} systems providing real-time monitoring of nonspecific animal health data can be used alongside more traditional surveillance systems to provide additional quantitative information for decision making and support the intelligent distribution of (other) surveillance efforts. For example, Brouwer et al\textsuperscript{114} validated the use of multiple sources of routinely collected data in order to develop a weighting score system, the Continuous Cattle Health Monitor, which can be used to systematically (quarterly in this study) detect herds with poor cattle health and direct surveillance efforts. As more AHSyS will enter an active prospective phase, following the intensive development stage of the last 5 years, this study envisions AHSyS to significantly contribute to international-, national-, and local-level animal health intelligence. Animal health intelligence is defined as the combination of disease intelligence, welfare intelligence, and food-producing industry intelligence (applicable to livestock). Disease intelligence, according to the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, includes “all the activities related to the identification of potential hazards that may represent a risk to animal health. It is pivotal in supporting veterinary services and other stakeholders, and performed through a multidisciplinary approach by: collecting and integrating expertise and knowledge to support disease analysis, prevention, early warning, and early response.”\textsuperscript{115} The use of new technologies allows veterinary authorities to track disease events on a real-time basis by combining various sources of information (e.g., molecular, geographical) into regional and global surveillance systems.

We are becoming more and more disease intelligent. However, animal health intelligence must go beyond the detection and monitoring of disease events. Situational awareness of health problems, as well as animal welfare, needs to be sought at various stages along the food-producing chain. Monitoring of hazards also needs to be accompanied by an understanding of the risk management, involving actors in this value chain. AHSyS has reached the maturity to start moving away from outbreak detection as its sole raison d’être and look at ways through which decision theory can be integrated into the analysis and interpretation of outputs. The discipline of AHSyS has a real potential in the next 5 years to significantly contribute to animal health intelligence and provide guidance and direction to stakeholders in support of their decisions.
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